In this paper we develop the spectral theory for discrete symplectic systems with general jointly varying endpoints. This theory includes a characterization of the eigenvalues, construction of the M-lambda function and Weyl disks, their matrix radii and centers, statements about the number of square summable solutions, and limit point or limit circle analysis. These results are new even in some particular cases, such as for the periodic and antiperiodic endpoints, or for discrete symplectic systems with special linear dependence on the spectral parameter. The method utilizes a new transformation to separated endpoints, which is simpler and more transparent than the one in the known literature. MSC: Primary 39A12; secondary 34B20; 34B05; 47B39 Keywords: discrete symplectic system; eigenvalue; Weyl-Titchmarsh theory; M-lambda function; square summable solution; jointly varying endpoints; periodic endpoints
Here J :=  I -I  is the canonical n × n skew-symmetric matrix, the superscript X * denotes the complex conjugation, the matrices S k and J are symplectic, and system (S λ ) can be viewed as a linear perturbation of the symplectic system (S  ), i.e., z k+ = S k z k . The principal aim of this paper is to study the problems with general jointly varying endpoints such as with the periodic endpoints z  = z N+ or with the antiperiodic endpoints z  = -z N+ . The theory of Weyl disks and square summable solutions for system (S λ ) was developed in the recent paper [] . Earlier works dealt with special systems, in which the first n equations do not depend on λ (see [-]), i.e., for
with Hermitian W k , or systems having a certain Hamiltonian structure (see [ are also derived for separated endpoints (.), but instead of (ii) the 'weak Atkinson condition' is required, namely for some N  ∈ N inequality (.) holds only for every column z(λ) of the natural conjoined basisZ(λ) of (S λ ), which is defined as the solution starting withZ  (λ) = -J α * ; see Hypotheses . and ..
The change from the strong Atkinson condition to the weak Atkinson condition in [] is crucial and absolutely essential, as it turns out in the present paper. Here we aim to extend the results in [] to problems with general jointly varying endpoints
The boundary conditions in (.) include, among others, the periodic endpoints z  = z N+ or the antiperiodic endpoints z  = -z N+ , which could not be treated by the previous case in (.). The method we use is based on the augmentation of system (S λ ) into double dimension, which leads to a problem with separated endpoints having the original boundary conditions (.) as one of its constraints. This technique is known in the literature in principle (cf. [-]), but the transformation to separated endpoints introduced in this paper is much simpler. At the same time, the transformed symplectic system no longer satisfies the corresponding strong Atkinson condition, but only its weak form. Thus, the derivation of the Weyl-Titchmarsh theory in [] under the weak Atkinson condition is truly crucial for its further extension to jointly varying endpoints. http://www.advancesindifferenceequations.com/content/2013/1/232
For this general situation, we give a characterization of the eigenvalues of (S λ ) with (.), we construct the Weyl disks, their centers and matrix radii, and show the properties of square summable solutions. We also give an exact connection between the limit point or limit circle classification of the original system (in dimension n) and the augmented system (in dimension n). This connection reveals an interesting fact, namely that the limiting matrix radius of the augmented system has its rank at least n (see Theorem .), and so it is never zero in the limit point case as one would expect from the standard theory. The results of this paper (see Theorem .) also imply the existence of multiple eigenvalues for scalar symplectic eigenvalue problems with jointly varying endpoints. This is known, e.g., for the second order discrete Sturm-Liouville problems with periodic endpoints in [, Example .] or [, Theorem .] and here we extend it to discrete symplectic systems. The new transformation of jointly varying endpoints into separated endpoints will also find applications in the continuous time problems or time scales problems (see, e.g., [] ). Finally, we remark that the results of this paper are new even for special discrete symplectic systems, such as those with (.), and also for the Jacobi equations (see [] 
Weyl-Titchmarsh theory for joint endpoints
We start with some notation. By I and  we denote the identity and zero matrices of a suitable dimension, which will be clear from the context. Let S k , V k , k be given n × n matrices defined on [, ∞) Z and satisfying (.). Let γ ∈ be a fixed n × n matrix defining the boundary conditions in (.). With a given N ∈ N, we consider the eigenvalue problem
The eigenvalues of (.) are defined in a usual way. That is, λ  ∈ C is an eigenvalue of (.) if system (S λ  ) has a nontrivial solution z on [, N + ] Z satisfying the boundary conditions in (.). In this case, z is called an eigenfunction for λ  and the dimension of such eigenfunctions for λ  is its (geometric) multiplicity. As one of the main assumptions, we suppose that (S λ ) satisfies the strong Atkinson condition on a finite or infinite interval. An alternative terminology is that (S λ ) is definite on the given interval. The results of this paper will be formulated with the aid of a particular fundamental matrix (λ) of system (S λ ) starting with the initial value  (λ) = -J , i.e., (ii) A number λ ∈ C is an eigenvalue of (.) if and only if the matrix
is singular. In this case, the eigenfunctions corresponding to the eigenvalue λ have the
Moreover, the geometric multiplicity of λ is equal to its algebraic multiplicity, i.e., to dim Ker L(λ).
Proof The statement follows from Theorem . with (.) and Corollary ..
By Theorem ., the multiplicities of the eigenvalues of (.) are at most n, compared to the separated endpoints case in [, Theorem .], in which the multiplicities of the eigenvalues are at most n. This implies that in the scalar case (i.e., for n = ) there may exist multiple eigenvalues of (.). This phenomenon was observed in [, Example .] and later justified in [, Theorem .] for the periodic discrete Sturm-Liouville eigenvalue problem; see also Example ..
Next we define the Weyl-
whenever the inverse above exists. In particular, we can see from Theorem . that M k (λ) is well defined for every λ ∈ C \ R and k = N + , when Hypothesis . holds. The following statement generalizes [, Lemma .] to jointly varying endpoints. For any M ∈ C n×n , we define the Weyl-solution X (λ) of (S λ ) with values in C n×n by
It then follows, compare with [, Remark .
One of the central concepts of this paper is the E(M) function with values in C n×n , through which we later on define the Weyl disks. For M ∈ C n×n , we put
where δ(λ) := sgn im(λ) and 
Since (λ) is a fundamental matrix of (S λ ), equality (.) then justifies the following result.
Theorem . If Hypothesis . holds, then the matrix
In addition, for such k we have (suppressing the argument λ)
Proof The invertibility of H k (λ) for all k ≥ N  +  follows from (.) and Hypothesis .. Moreover, identity (.) is a consequence of (.) and (.).
For any λ ∈ C \ R, we now define the Weyl disk D k (λ) and the Weyl circle C k (λ) as
The following result provides some properties of the elements in D k (λ) and C k (λ). It is a generalization of [, Theorems . and .] to jointly varying endpoints. (ii) The matrix M satisfies E k (M) <  if and only if there exists γ ∈ C n×n such that
In this case, we have, with such a matrix γ ,
, whenever the matrix M k (λ) exists, and γ can be chosen so that γ γ * = I.
Proof Statements (i) and (ii) follow by [, Theorems .-.] from the facts that D k (λ) and C k (λ) coincide respectively with the Weyl disk and Weyl circle in (.). Statement (iii) is verified by direct calculation from (.), since iJ is indefinite.
The center P k (λ) and the matrix radius R k (λ) of the Weyl disk D k (λ) are defined as the n × n matrices
The following theorem provides the most important geometric properties of the Weyl disks, including their nested property, closedness, and convexity. It is a generalization of [, Theorems . and .] to jointly varying endpoints. Let V and U be the sets of all complex contractive and unitary n × n matrices, respectively, i.e.,
Consequently, the Weyl disks D k (λ) are closed and convex for every k ≥ N  + .
Proof The result follows from (.), (.), and (.) combined with Corollary ..
The above theorem implies that the intersection of all the Weyl disks D k (λ) for k ≥ N  + is a nonempty, closed, and convex set. This yields that the limiting Weyl disk has the form
where P + (λ) and R + (λ) are the n × n matrices defined by
They are called the center and the matrix radius of the limiting Weyl disk D + (λ). Note that the convergence of P k (λ) and R k (λ) can be seen from (.) and (.). 
The next result is a generalization of [, Corollary .] to jointly varying endpoints. Note that as in Theorem .(iii) we have -J / ∈ D + (λ). 
Proof 
We now discuss some properties of square summable solutions of system (S λ ). We say that a sequence z = {z k } ∞ k= with z k ∈ C n belongs to the space  , i.e., z is square summable,
For every λ ∈ C \ R, we denote the space of all square summable solutions of (S λ ) as
According to the standard terminology, we say that system (S λ ) is in the limit point case when dim N (λ) = n, and that system (S λ ) is in the limit circle case when dim N (λ) = n. The following result is quite surprising in the sense that one would expect to have R + (λ) =  in the limit point case; see [, Theorem .]. To the contrary, due to the augmented structure of the matrix R + (λ), which has dimension n, it is the rank of R + (λ) alone which determines the number of linearly independent square summable solutions of (S λ ). In the result below, we show that rank R + (λ) ≥ n, so that the equality rank R + (λ) = n must necessarily hold in the limit point case. This fact is stated in Corollary . below and also illustrated in Example .. http://www.advancesindifferenceequations.com/content/2013/1/232
Theorem . Let λ ∈ C \ R and suppose that Hypothesis . holds. Then system (S λ ) has exactly rank R + (λ) linearly independent square summable solutions, i.e.,
Proof The statement in (.) is proven in Theorem . and (.).
The meaning of Theorem . can be explained also directly from (.) and Remark .. In particular, by (.), the rank of R + (λ) is equal to the number of positive eigenvalues of the matrix H inv + (λ) from Remark .. This number is then the same as the number of the eigenvalues of H k (λ), which tend to a finite limit as k → ∞. Equation (.) then shows that this number is equal to the number of linearly independent square summable solutions of (S λ ). , and on the fact that the space of admissible functions is independent of λ (as a consequence of the structure in (.)). As the Rayleigh principle for eigenvalue problems (.) is not known and the space of admissible functions is in this case not constant in λ, the question about the total number of eigenvalues of (.) remains open for the general linear dependence on λ. On the other hand, the oscillation theorem for discrete symplectic eigenvalue problems with jointly varying endpoints in [, Theorem .] yields that the total number of the eigenvalues of (.) is less or equal to (N + )n.
Examples
In this section we examine several examples which illustrate the presented theory. In particular, we consider the periodic and antiperiodic boundary conditions as in [, Remark .] and the corresponding M(λ)-function. To our knowledge, this form is now derived for the first time. 
We illustrate our new results on the scalar symplectic system
This system corresponds to the second-order Sturm-Liouville difference equation Example . Consider the scalar eigenvalue problem with periodic endpoints
i.e., we look for the solutions of (.) with period . This problem corresponds to the periodic Sturm-Liouville eigenvalue problem (.) with k ∈ [, ] Z and x  = x  , x  = x  , which is studied in [, Example .]. It is shown in this reference that λ =  is a double eigenvalue of (.) by finding two linearly independent eigenfunctions. The results in Theorem . and Example . confirm this conclusion. The fundamental matrix in (.) now satisfies Hence, by Theorem . and Example ., λ =  is a double eigenvalue of this problem with the columns of () as the two linearly independent eigenfunctions. Note that http://www.advancesindifferenceequations.com/content/2013/1/232
In the last example, we calculate the rank of the limiting matrix radius R + (λ) and compare it with the corresponding number of linearly independent square summable solutions.
Example . We examine system (.) on [, ∞) Z with the particular choice of λ  ∈ C \ R. We will show that system (.) with λ = λ  is in the limit point case, so that by [, Corollary .] it is in the limit point case for every λ ∈ C \ R. Let λ  =  + i √ , i.e., system (.) reduces to the second-order difference equation
The roots of the corresponding characteristic polynomial are ν ± := (± -√ )i, so that the fundamental matrix of (.) satisfying (.) has the form
By (.), we obtain with
Since each entry of H k (λ  ) represents a geometric series, it can be evaluated explicitly as
Therefore, the matrix H k (λ  ) is indeed invertible (positive definite) for all k ≥ N  +  =  and, by Remark ., we have
The matrix R + (λ  ) can also be calculated explicitly by (.), but it is not really important. We can find the eigenvalues of R + (λ  ) as the nonnegative square roots of the eigenvalues of H 
Augmented symplectic system
We shall show that problem (.) is equivalent with a certain eigenvalue problem in dimension n with separated endpoints. Define the n × n matrices (the augmentation is http://www.advancesindifferenceequations.com/content/2013/1/232 emphasized by the bold notation)
Then one can easily verify that J * = -J = J - , K * = -K = K - , and
Consider the augmented symplectic system
It follows that (λ) is a fundamental matrix of system (S λ ), because
where k (λ)J is the fundamental matrix of the original system (S λ ) starting with the initial value  (λ)J = I. Vector solutions z(λ) of (S λ ) are in dimension n and the matrix solutions Z(λ) of (S λ ) are in dimension n × n. It follows that they have the form
where d ∈ C n is a constant vector, D, E ∈ C n×n are constant matrices, z(λ) is a vector solution of (S λ ) in dimension n, and Z(λ), Z(λ) are matrix solutions of (S λ ) in dimension n × n. It turns out that the main properties of discrete symplectic systems (S λ ) and their solutions, such as those in [, Section ] or [, Section ], are preserved for the augmented system (S λ ). In particular, we have the following identities for the coefficients of (S λ ):
and the Lagrange identity for two n × m matrix solutions of (S λ ) and (S ν )
i.e., the matrix  (λ) is unitary. Proof The statement follows from [, Theorem .], when it is applied to the augmented eigenvalue problem (.).
When we write the weak Atkinson condition in (.) in terms of the data of the original problem (.), we get by (.) and (.) that In particular, we can see why assuming the weak Atkinson condition in the spectral theory for separated endpoints is really essential -the transformation of problem (.) with jointly varying endpoints, which satisfies the strong Atkinson condition, leads to the augmented problem (.) satisfying the corresponding weak Atkinson condition. Therefore, one can simply apply the previous results on separated endpoints to the augmented problem and then transform the obtained results back to the data of the original problem (.).
Following [, Definitions . and .], we define the M(λ)-function for the augmented problem (.) and for M ∈ C n×n the corresponding Weyl solution as
where Z(λ), Z(λ), and (λ) are given in (.) and (.). In addition, for M ∈ C n×n , we define the E(M) function by
where
, and H k (λ) are n × n matrices
As in [, Definition .], the Weyl disk D k (λ) and the Weyl circle C k (λ) are defined by
Note that under Hypothesis . the matrices H k (λ) are positive definite (and hence invertible) for all k ≥ N  + , because by (.) we have
By [, Theorem .], the Weyl disk and the Weyl circle possess the representations
where V and U are the sets of all complex contractive and unitary n × n matrices, respectively (as in Section ), and where the center P k (λ) and the matrix radius R k (λ) are defined by
Therefore, the Weyl disks D k (λ) are closed, convex, and nested, so that the limiting Weyl disk
exists and is nonempty, closed, and convex as well. By using [, Theorem .] and the monotonicity of H k (λ) shown in (.), the center and the matrix radius of D + (λ) are For every λ ∈ C \ R, we denote the space of all square summable solutions of (S λ ) as
From [, Theorem .] we know that the dimension of N (λ) is at least n, or more precisely
On the other hand, the analysis of the structure of the  solutions of the augmented system (S λ ) yields the following result.
Theorem . Let λ ∈ C \ R and suppose that Hypothesis . holds. Then
where N (λ) is the space of all  solutions of the original system (S λ ), as defined in (.).
Proof Let e j ∈ C n be the jth canonical unit vector for j ∈ {, . . . , n}. Then the constant solutions z [j] := (e * j ,  * ) * ∈ C n , j ∈ {, . . . , n}, certainly belong to N (λ), because
= . In addition, any square summable solution z ∈ N (λ) naturally generates a square summable solution z = ( * , z * ) * ∈ N (λ), which is linearly independent with the above defined solutions z [] , . . . , z [n] . This yields that dim N (λ) = n + dim N (λ). Moreover, since by [, Theorem .] we have dim N (λ) ≥ n, the first statement in (.) follows. The second statement in (.) is then a direct consequence of (.).
We can now see that the rank of the limiting matrix radius R + (λ) can never be zero, so that the 'limit point' behavior of (S λ ) should not be determined by the equality R + (λ) = , as one would expect from the separated endpoints case in [, Theorem .]. The result in Theorem . then motivates the following definition.
Definition . Let λ ∈ C \ R. Under Hypothesis ., we say that system (S λ ) is in the limit point case if dim N (λ) = n, while system (S λ ) is in the limit circle case if dim N (λ) = n.
Combining Theorem . and Corollary . then yields the next result.
Corollary . Let λ ∈ C \ R and suppose that Hypothesis . holds. Then system (S λ ) is in the limit point case, resp. limit circle case, if and only if system (S λ ) is in the limit point case, resp. limit circle case.
Remark . In the scalar case n = , we have rank R + (λ) ∈ {, }. In this situation, system (S λ ) is either in the limit point case (when rank R + (λ) = ) or in the limit circle case (when http://www.advancesindifferenceequations.com/content/2013/1/232 rank R + (λ) = ). This is known as the Weyl alternative, compare with [, Theorem .] and [, Theorem . and Corollary .].
Remark . The augmentation of system (S λ ) into double dimension is a known technique for studying the problems with jointly varying endpoints; see, e.g., [-] . The transformation introduced in this paper has the advantage that it uses the solutions z or Z of (S λ ) rather their components (x, u) or (X, U) as in the above references. This yields a direct connection between the original system (S λ ) and the augmented system (S λ ). For example, the boundary conditions in [, Section ] are of the form
with certain n × n matrices R  and R  . One can see that the new approach via (.) is much easier and more transparent. The relationship between the transformation in the above mentioned references and the transformation, which is utilized in this section, is determined by the multiplication of the data (from one side or from both sides) by the n × n matrix
gives a direct connection between the boundary conditions (.) and (.).
Conclusion
In this paper we demonstrated that n-dimensional discrete symplectic eigenvalue problems with jointly varying endpoints (including the periodic and antiperiodic boundary conditions) can be studied by a transformation to separated endpoints in the dimension n. This transformation works under the strong Atkinson condition on the original system, which turns out to be the weak Atkinson condition on the augmented system (Corollaries . and .). As one of the main results, we showed that for every system (S λ ) there is a naturally associated limiting Weyl disk D + (λ) consisting of complex n × n matrices, whose center P + (λ) and matrix radius R + (λ) can be explicitly calculated by the formulas in (.). Moreover, we showed (Theorem . and Corollary .) that the rank of the matrix radius R + (λ) is equal to the number of square summable solutions of (S λ ) and that it is always at least n. Thus, system (S λ ) is in the limit point case, resp. limit circle case, when the rank of R + (λ) is n, resp. n. In turn, the limit point or limit circle classification of the augmented system (S λ ) is determined by the numbers n and n (Definition . and Corollary .). As such, this paper completes and extends the known Weyl-Titchmarsh theory of discrete symplectic systems. We are convinced that the methods developed in this paper will also be useful for the study of the corresponding continuous time linear Hamiltonian eigenvalue problems. http://www.advancesindifferenceequations.com/content/2013/1/232
